Detailed Coinlend.ph Mechanism
Note: We, Coinlend.ph has the right to make changes to the current mechanism whenever we want to and believe
that it’s for the better. The last change occurred on February 05, 2019.

Applying for a loan
To be able to receive a loan on Coinlend.ph, you must create and post a loan application. After creating and posting
the application, you become the Borrower.
To create a loan application, a Borrower must complete several steps.
On the page titled Apply for Loan under Finance and Loans category is where the borrower must go to create a
loan application. When the borrower applies for loan, he/she will have the full option to set his/her own terms.
Note: Setting terms is quite crucial for the success of the application. We recommend evaluating the parameters of
other applications already posted on CoinLend.ph because lenders choose the most attractive and profitable
applications for themselves.
Here are the parameters while setting the terms:






How much do you want to borrow? – Here, the borrower must enter the amount in PHP, the minimum is
5,000.00 and a maximum of 100,000.00.
For what period you need the loan? – Borrower must enter the number of days. The minimum loan period
is 14 days. Coinlend.ph uses a 365 days per cycle where all days are calendar days.
What is the Annual Interest you are ready to pay? – Borrower must enter the amount of Annual interest
rate. Minimum value is 1% and maximum is 10,000%. W e recommend a rate of 15% to 20%. Higher interest
rate just means higher probability to receive a loanquickly.
Discounted Collateral Value – The amount of the collateral in BTC depends on the discount rate. The higher
the discount rate is, the lower the risk of margin call will be because of sharp depreciation in the value of BTC.
Thus, the higher the rate, the more attractive the application is to the lender. A borrower can modify the
discount rate of each loan application by themselves. The discount rate can be varied from 1% to 99%.
Modifying the discount rate affects the risk of MarginCall.

While setting the parameters of your loan application above, the system of Coinlend.ph will automatically calculate
necessary BTC collateral for the loan.
Next step is the money transfer options. Borrower must choose the method by which the Lender will transfer money
to him/her. Please note, that regardless of selected money transfer option, third parties can charge commission for
transfer of money. Commission must be covered by the party sending money. Check cost of transfer before sending
money. It is also important that borrower fills up the required forms with legit/valid details.
The currently available options are:






BDO Bank Transfer
Metrobank Transfer
Cebuana Lhuillier Pera Padala (₱ 50,000.00 LIMIT of Loan Amount)
LBC Pera Padala (₱ 50,000.00 LIMIT of Loan Amount)
Globe GCash Transfer (₱ 30,000.00 LIMIT of Loan Amount)

Next step is the Generation of Keys. Borrower must click the button ‘Generate’ to start generating keys. Any keys
used, he/she will need to manually store it safely as they will be needed later to redeem his/her BTC collateral.
Note: Coinlend.ph uses javascript to generate addresses and keys within your browser, this means we never receive
your Private keys. We only save your Public key, which is used for setting-up multisig-address, to which the borrower
transfers collateral BTC after loan application is accepted by a Creditor. We repeat, Private keys are not saved by us.
In case the borrower loses his/her Private key, we cannot provide it to them as we do not keep it! So before
clicking the ‘Submit’ button, the borrower must save their keys.
After clicking the ‘Submit’ button, the borrower will now be redirected to the page ‘Pay Transaction Fee’ where
he/she needs to settle the required transaction fee to be able to publish the loan application. The transaction fee allows
to increase the level of the responsibility of borrowers and lenders. The transaction fee is collected by us Coinlend.ph
every time you place or accept a loan application.
Transaction fee for borrowing loans - is 150.00 PHP. Transaction fee for accepting loans - is 175.00 PHP. Transaction
fee is necessary to avoid accepting loan applications by lender without actual intent to grant them. It also excludes
placing false loan applications by borrowers.
After settling the required transaction fee, the loan application will automatically be posted to the page ‘Loan
Opportunities’ and its status will now be ‘Waiting for approval’. How quickly your application will be accepted by a
Lender depends only on attractiveness of loan terms specified by the borrower. The borrower is only allowed to edit
the loan application if it is still not accepted.
Note: All loan applications posted will be automatically removed from the waiting for approval list after 30 days, if the
Lender doesn’t accept it. The borrower’s transaction fee will not be refunded.
What to expect next? The borrower will now just wait until a lender accepts his/her loan application.

Lender’s actions when granting a loan
When granting a loan, the lender must go to ‘Loan Opportunities’ page where all pending/waiting for approval loans
are posted where the lender will get to choose the loan application that is very attractive and profitable for him/her. By
clicking the ‘Lend’ button, the lender will be redirected to the page ‘Pay Transaction Fee’, where he/she needs to
settle the required transaction fee of 175.00 PHP. The transaction fee will be refunded to the lender in term s of +1
free lending ability if the borrower does not secure the application with BTC collateral on time which is 24 hours upon
the date of acceptance/approval.
The user who has accepted a loan application becomes the Lender with respect to the application.
After paying the required transaction fee, the lender will now be redirected to the page ‘Lending a loan (Continue)’
where he/she will now generate keys and provide money transfer options for the repayment process.
The lender must click the button ‘Generate’ to start generating keys. Any keys used, the lender needs to manually
store it safely as they will be needed later to redeem the BTC collateral in case the Borrower doesn’t fulfill his/her
obligation.
Note: Coinlend.ph uses javascript to generate addresses and keys within your browser, this means we never receive
your Private keys. We only save your Public key, which is used for setting-up multisig-address, to which the borrower
transfers collateral BTC after loan application is accepted by a Creditor. We repeat, Private keys are not saved by us.
In case

the lender loses his/her Private key, we cannot provide it to them as we do not keep it! So before clicking the
‘Next’ button, the lender must save their keys.
Next step is the money transfer options. The lender must choose the method by which the borrower will transfer money
during repayment process. Please note, that regardless of selected money transfer option, third parties can charge
commission for transfer of money. Commission must be covered by the party sending money. Check cost of transfer
before sending money. It is also important that lender fill up the required forms with legit/valid details. The currently
available options are:






BDO Bank Transfer
Metrobank Transfer
Cebuana Lhuillier Pera Padala (₱ 50,000.00 LIMIT of Loan Amount)
LBC Pera Padala (₱ 50,000.00 LIMIT of Loan Amount)
Globe GCash Transfer (₱ 30,000.00 LIMIT of Loan Amount)

After filling the required money transfer fields, the lender must click the button ‘Submit’ to complete the lending
process. After clicking the ‘Submit’ button, the lender will now be redirected to the ‘Lend Successful’ page.
What to expect next? The lender must wait for the borrower to secure his/her BTC collateral. This process is within
24 hours only. If not secured within the required time, the transaction fee paid by the lender a while ago will be given
back but not in a form of cash/cryptocurrencies, the lender will only have the ability to accept another one(1) loan
application for free.

Posting an Investment
Lenders can also be able to lend on Coinlend.ph by creating and posting an investment. After creating and posting
the investment, you become the Lender.
To create an investment deal, a Lender must complete several steps.
On the page titled Post an Investment under Finance and Loans category is where the lender must go to create
investment deals. When the lender creates an investment, he/she will have the full option to set his/her own terms.
Note: Setting terms is quite crucial for the success of the investment. We recommend evaluating the parameters of
other investment deals already posted on CoinLend.ph because borrowers choose the most attractive deals for
themselves.
Here are the parameters while setting the investment terms:
 How much do you want to lend? – Here, the lender must enter the amount in PHP, the minimum is 5,000.00
and a maximum of 100,000.00.
 For what period you need the loan investment? – Lender must enter the number of days. The minimum
loan period is 14 days. Coinlend.ph uses a 365 days per cycle where all days are calendar days.
 What is the Annual Interest you wanted to be paid? – Lender must enter the amount of Annual interest
rate. Minimum value is 1% and maximum is 10,000%. We recommend a rate of 15% to 20%. Lower interest
rate just means higher probability to be approved by a borrower quickly.
 Discounted Collateral Value – The amount of the collateral in BTC depends on the discount rate. The higher
the discount rate is, the lower the risk of margin call will be because of sharp depreciation in the value of BTC.
A lender can modify the discount rate of each investments by themselves. The discount rate can be varied
from 1% to 99%. Modifying the discount rate affects the risk of MarginCall.
While setting the parameters of your investment above, the system of Coinlend.ph will automatically calculate necessary
BTC collateral for the loan.
Next step is the money transfer options Lender must choose the method by which the Borrower will transfer repayment

money to him/her. Please note, that regardless of selected money transfer option, third parties can charge commission
for transfer of money. Commission must be covered by the party sending money. Check cost of transfer before sending
money. It is also important that lender fills up the required forms with legit/valid details.
The currently available options are:






BDO Bank Transfer
Metrobank Transfer
Cebuana Lhuillier Pera Padala (₱ 50,000.00 LIMIT of Loan Amount)
LBC Pera Padala (₱ 50,000.00 LIMIT of Loan Amount)
Globe GCash Transfer (₱ 30,000.00 LIMIT of Loan Amount)

Next step is the Generation of Keys. Lender must click the button ‘Generate’ to start generating keys. Any keys used,
he/she will need to manually store it safely as they will be needed later to redeem BTC collateral just in case the
Borrower failed to comply with its obligations.
Note: Coinlend.ph uses javascript to generate addresses and keys within your browser, this means we never receive
your Private keys. We only save your Public key, which is used for setting-up multisig-address, to which the borrower
transfers collateral BTC after investment is accepted by a Borrower. We repeat, Private keys are not saved by us. In
case the lender loses his/her Private key, we cannot provide it to them as we do not keep it! So before clicking
the ‘Submit’ button, the lender must save their keys.
After clicking the ‘Submit’ button, the lender will now be redirected to the page ‘Pay Transaction Fee’ where he/she
needs to settle the required transaction fee to be able to publish the investment. The transaction fee allows to increase
the level of the responsibility of borrowers and lenders. The transaction fee is collected by us Coinlend.ph every time
you place or accept a loan application.
Transaction fee for borrowing loans / accepting investments - is 150.00 PHP. Transaction fee for accepting loans /
posting investments - is 175.00 PHP. Transaction fee is necessary to avoid accepting investments by borrower without
actual intent to secure the collateral. It also excludes placing false investments by lenders.
After settling the required transaction fee, the investment will automatically be posted to the page ‘Loan
Opportunities’ and its status will now be ‘Waiting for borrower’s approval’. How quickly investment will be accepted
by a Borrower depends only on attractiveness of the terms specified by the lender. The lender is only allowed to edit
the investment if it is still not accepted.
Note: All investments posted will be automatically removed from the waiting for approval list after 30 days, if the
Borrower doesn’t accept it. The lender’s transaction fee will not be refunded.
What to expect next? The lender will now just wait until a borrower accepts his/her investment deal.

Borrower’s actions when granting an Investment
When granting an investment, the borrower must go to ‘Loan Opportunities’ page where all pending/waiting for
approval investment deals are posted where the borrower will get to choose the Lender’s investment deal that is very
attractive for him/her. By clicking the ‘Borrow’ button, the borrower will be redirected to the page ‘Pay Transaction
Fee’, where he/she needs to settle the required transaction fee of 150.00 PHP. The transaction fee will be refunded
to the borrower in term s of +1 free borrowing ability if the lender does not send the Loan Amount on time which is 24
hours upon the date of acceptance/approval.
The user who has accepted an investment becomes the Borrower with respect to the Lender’s investment.
After paying the required transaction fee, the borrower will now be redirected to the page ‘Borrowing a loan (Continue)’
where he/she will now generate keys and provide money transfer options for the sending of loan amount.

The borrower must click the button ‘Generate’ to start generating keys. Any keys used, the borrower needs to
manually store it safely as they will be needed later to redeem the BTC collateral.
Note: Coinlend.ph uses javascript to generate addresses and keys within your browser, this means we never receive your
Private keys. We only save your Public key, which is used for setting-up multisig-address, to which the borrower transfers
collateral BTC after investment is accepted by a Borrower. We repeat, Private keys are not saved by us. In case the
borrower loses his/her Private key, we cannot provide it to them as we do not keep it! So before clicking the ‘Next’
button, the borrower must save their keys.
Next step is the money transfer options. The borrower must choose the method by which the lender will transfer the
loan amount. Please note, that regardless of selected money transfer option, third parties can charge commission for
transfer of money. Commission must be covered by the party sending money. Check cost of transfer before sending
money. It is also important that the borrower fill up the required forms with legit/valid details. The currently available
options are:






BDO Bank Transfer
Metrobank Transfer
Cebuana Lhuillier Pera Padala (₱ 50,000.00 LIMIT of Loan Amount)
LBC Pera Padala (₱ 50,000.00 LIMIT of Loan Amount)
Globe GCash Transfer (₱ 30,000.00 LIMIT of Loan Amount)

After filling the required money transfer fields, the borrower must click the button ‘Submit’ to complete the borrowing
process. After clicking the ‘Submit’ button, the borrower will now be redirected to the ‘Borrow Successful’ page.
What to expect next? Time to secure the BTC collateral. This process is within 24 hours only. If not secured within the
alloted time, the loan activity will be terminated. Transaction fee is non-refundable. If the collateral is fully secured into
the multisig BTC wallet, the lender will be notified and he/she is now required to send the loan amount to you through
borrower’s chosen money transfer options. This process is within 24 hours as well. Just in case the lender fail to send
the loan amount, don't worry the transaction fee paid the borrower a while ago will be given back but not in a form of
cash/cryptocurrencies, the borrower will have the ability to accept another one(1) loan investment for free.
After the Borrower accepts the investment, the Borrower may now secure the required BTC Collateral to the generated
multisig-address wallet where a button ‘Secure Collateral’ will appear.
Securing of collateral is the process where the borrower sends the exact amount of Bitcoin collateral (prior to his/her
loan application) into the Multisig wallet generated by combined public keys of three(3) parties - the Borrower, the
Lender, and us CoinLend.ph as the Middle Man or Mediator.
Each party owns only one Private key for the Multisig address. Multisignature (multisig) refers to requiring more than
one Private key to authorize a Bitcoin transaction. It guarantees that no one is able to access the collateral owning
just one Private key.
The borrower has to transfer the indicated amount of BTC to the specified multisig-address within 24 hours only in
order to secure the loan application. The borrower is also required to provide the transaction if (Tx ID) of the bitcoin
transaction so that Coinlend.ph can verify the transaction. The borrower then must click the button ‘I secured the
BTC collateral’ before the time runs out.
After we have verified the transaction using the tx id provided and found out that it is legit, we will then notify the lender
about it then the borrower’s money transfer options will become available to the lender for transferring.
What to expect next? After the borrower successfully sent the collateral and clicked the button 'I secured the BTC
collateral', we can now verify the transaction and notify the lender with the borrower’s money transfer options/details.
The lender then is now required to transfer the exact loan amount (in PHP) prior to the loan terms and depending on
the borrower’s money transfer options. The lender needs to comply within 24 hours or else the loan application will be
reposted and go back to the status of 'Waiting for Approval'. Access keys to the collateral will be given to the borrower.

Lender’s actions after the BTC collateral is secured
After we’ve verified that the collateral is indeed secured to the multisig-address, the lender then is now required to
transfer the exact loan amount (in PHP) prior to the loan terms and depending on the borrower’s money transfer
options. The lender needs to comply within 24 hours or else the loan application will be reposted and go back to the
status of 'Waiting for Approval' then access keys to the collateral will be given to the borrower.
Sending of the Loan Amount is the process where the Lender sends the exact Loan Amount to the Borrower via the
money transfer options chosen by the borrower upon application.
By clicking the button ‘Confirm Cash Sent’, the lender will now see the money transfer options chosen by the
borrower. The lender is required to upload a picture/proof of transaction for us to verify and decide if it is legit. The
lender then must click the button ‘I sent the Loan Amount’ within given time on the timer (24 hours after the collateral
has been secured).
After the button has been clicked, we can now verify the transaction and notify the borrower for them to confirm as
well.
It is very important that the lender sends the exact amount limited to the available options of money transfer provided
by the lender or else the transaction will not behonored.
Note: Failure to send the loan amount within the required span of time upon the borrower's securance of BTC collateral
which is 24 hours will make the investment/lending acceptance void. Transaction fee paid by the lender is nonrefundable by this time.
What to expect next? After the lender successfully sent the loan amount and clicked the button ‘I sent the Loan
Amount’, we can now verify the transaction with your uploaded proof and notify the borrower. The normal process or
the loan term will immediately start after the borrower confirmed that he/she received the loan amount. This process
is within the span of 24 hours. Just in case the borrower doesn't confirm the receipt (didn't click the 'Confirm Cash
Received' button) or didn't appeal for dispute resolution within 24 hours and we found out that your transaction is legit
by verifying your uploaded proof, your transaction will be honored and the transaction will be considered ‘received’
then the loan term will start. On the other hand, if the borrower clicked the 'Appeal for Dispute Resolution' button,
the loan activity will be frozen and the dispute will be solved via email whereas both parties will get a chance to present
their respective proofs/evidences.

Borrower’s actions after the Loan Amount is sent and verified
After we’ve verified that the Loan Amount is indeed sent, the borrower then is now required to confirm receipt or on
the other hand, appeal for dispute resolution. The borrower needs to act within 24 hours or else the lender’s transaction
will be honored and the loan amount will be considered ‘received’ then the loan term will start.
Confirmation of Loan Amount Received is the process where the Borrower confirms or honor that he/she did receive
the exact Loan Amount sent by the Lender via the money transfer options provided.



If Borrower clicked ‘Confirm Cash Received’ button – The loan term will start and the loan application’s status
will change to ‘Ongoing’.
If Borrower clicked ‘Appeal for Dispute Resolution’ - the loan will be frozen and its status will be under
observation. The dispute will be solved via emails whereas both parties will get their respective chances to
explain and present evidences as we, Coinlend.ph will act as the mediator. Both parties are required to reply
promptly during the hearing/investigation process.

Note: Just in case the borrower doesn't confirm the receipt (didn't click the 'Confirm Cash Received' button) or the
‘Appeal for Dispute Resolution’ button within 24 hours and we found out that the money transfer conducted by the

Lender is legit by verifying his/her uploaded proof, the Lender's action will be honored and the transaction will be
considered valid then the loan term will start.

Loan term
The loan term will automatically start when the Borrower has clicked the button 'Confirm Cash Received'.
The loan term cannot exceed the amount of days the Borrower has requested. Coinlend.ph uses the default time zone
for ‘Asia/Manila’. For example, if the Borrower is given a loan for 30 days on March 15 at 12:00, then the Borrowe r
must repay the loan no later than April 14 at 11:59.

Repayment of a loan
The Borrower must repay the loan before the end of the loan term.
In case of the money not being repaid to the Lender before the end of the loan term, the loan application is
automatically closed and the Lender is given access to the collateral. The Borrower losses ownership of the collateral
BTC.
When sending money to the Lender, the Borrower must immediately click the button ‘I sent the Repayment’ on the
page titled ‘Process Loan Repayment’ within 24 hours.
When the Lender has received notice of money transferred to him, he must immediately verify receipt of money and
notify Coinlend.ph by clicking the button ‘Confirm Repayment Received’. After this, the loan application is considered
successfully closed. The keys to the deposit are given to the Borrower.
If the lender clicked the button 'Appeal for Dispute Resolution', the loan will be frozen and its status will be under
observation. The dispute will be solved via emails whereas both parties will get their respective chances to exp lain
and present evidences as we, Coinlend.ph will act as the mediator. Both parties are required to reply promptly during
the hearing/investigation process.
Note: Just in case the lender doesn't confirm the receipt (didn't click the 'Confirm Repayment Received' button) or
the ‘Appeal for Dispute Resolution’ button within 24 hours and we found out that the money transfer conducted by
the Borrower is legit by verifying his/her uploaded proof, the Borrower's action will be honored and the transaction will
be considered valid then the loan will now be considered successful.

Appeal to Dispute Resolution
In case such situations occur where one party of the transaction has not fulfilled their obligations, the other party has
the right to appeal to DisputeResolution.
Dispute Resolution is center for resolving substandard situations, which is initiated by one side of the transaction.
Disputes will be solved via emails whereas both parties will get their respective chances to explain and present
evidences as we, Coinlend.ph will act as the mediator.
The ability to appeal to Dispute Resolution is made available for a limited period of time for one party of the transaction
in the respective stage of the loan period.
Appeal to Dispute Resolution is possible by clicking the button ‘Appeal for Dispute Resolution’ or the button
‘Appeal’ at the Dispute Resolution page.

Each side of a single loan application may appeal to Dispute Resolution only once during their stage of the application.
The Borrower may appeal to Dispute Resolution once the Lender has clicked the button ‘I sent the Loan Amount’
The Lender may appeal to Dispute Resolution once the Borrower has clicked the button ‘I sent the Repayment’
Decisions made by Coinlend.ph during dispute resolution hearings take effect immediately.
Each participant of the dispute resolution must answer within 24 hours any question Coinlend.ph may have about the
current dispute resolution hearing.
Coinlend.ph has the right to request documents confirming the timeliness and completeness of money transfers
between the members of the transaction.
Answers from all sides during the dispute resolution hearing must be respectful, detailed, and justify their position.
Rudeness, lack of information, delayed answers (i.e., given after 24 hours), or refusal to provide necessary information to
the exchange administration can all negatively impact the decision making with respect to the responsible party.

Dispute Resolution Logic
During the transfer of money from Lender to Borrower, three possible situations in the Dispute Resolution hearing are:




The Lender did not send money to the Borrower - The keys to the deposit will be given to the Borrower.
The Borrower received money, but has not acknowledged it - The Borrower must repay the loan before the end of
the agreed upon loan term.
The Lender sent money but it did not reach the Borrower; however, as a result of the Dispute Resolution hearing
the money was sent - The decision is to restart the loan term (the loan term starts the moment the decision has
been made during Dispute Resolution).

The procedure of the loan repayment does not begin until the Dispute Resolution hearing has closed. During the
repayment period from the Borrower to the Lender, three possible situations in the Dispute Resolution hearing are:




The Borrower did not send money to the Lender - The keys to the deposit are given to the Lender.
The Lender received the money but did not acknowledge it - The transaction is considered successfully closed.
The keys to the deposit are given to the Borrower.
The Borrower sent the money but it did not reach the Lender; however, as a result of the Dispute Resolution
hearing, the money was sent and reached the Lender - The credit transaction is considered successfully closed.
The keys to the deposit are given to theBorrower.

Transaction fee
Transaction fee is the amount paid by the borrower and the lender to increase the limit for borrowing and accepting loans.
Transaction fee for borrowing loans / approving investments is 150.00 PHP.
Transaction fee for accepting loans / posting investments is 175.00 PHP.

Transaction fee is necessary to avoid accepting loan applications by lender without actual intent to grant them. It also
excludes placing false loan applications by borrowers.

The transaction fee can be refunded to the borrower in terms of loan being reposted if:


The application was accepted by the lender who did not confirm the money transferring to the borrower
by clicking the button ‘I sent the Loan Amount’ within the prescribed period which is 24hours.

The transaction fee will be refunded to the lender in terms of having +1 free lending ability if:


The borrower doesn’t secure the application created by Transferring the pledge after the application
was accepted by the Lender with BTC collateral within the prescribed period which is 24hours.

The transaction fee can be refunded to the lender in terms of investment being reposted if:


The application was accepted by the borrower who did not secure the required BTC collateral and
didn’t click the button ‘I secured the BTC Collateral’ within the prescribed period which is 24hours.

The transaction fee will be refunded to the borrower in terms of having +1 free borrowing ability if:


The lender doesn’t secure the application created by Transferring the pledge/loan amount after the
application was accepted by the Borrower with BTC collateral within the prescribed period which is
24hours.

Note: Coinlend.ph utilizes a third-party payment service - CoinPayments.net whereas the user can pay either
with Paypal, Credit Cards or with various cryptocurrencies. It is very important that during the payment process,
the user must stay on the Payment Page until the transaction is ‘PAID’ (in case of paying with cryptocurrencies,
the user must stay on the Payment Page until 5 blockchain confirmations). If paid successfully, the user then
MUST click the link ‘Go back to Seller’s Website’ or the button ‘Return to Merchant’ for us to successfully and
automatically process the payment.

Loan Applications/Investments and Money Transfer Modifications
Requisites for money transfers must be specified in full, without mistakes or misprints.
Money transfers must always go according to the payment details specified in the loan application.
The Borrower’s payment details are available for the Lender on the page for confirming money transfers. The
Lender’s payment details for repayment are available for the Borrower on the page informing about the end of the
loan term. If necessary, payment details of active applications may be modified. Depending on the user's role
(borrower/lender), there are different possibilities for editing payment details.
For Loan Applications:
The Borrower can only modify unapproved, unexpired and not terminated loan applications.
The Lender can only modify unsuccessful, unfrozen and not terminated lending activities and only before
the Borrower has clicked the button ‘I sent the Repayment’.
For Lender’s Investments:




The Borrower can only modify his/her money transfer details only before the Lender has clicked the
button ‘I sent the Loan Amount’.
The Lender can only modify unapproved, unexpired and not terminated investments.

Margin call
Margin call is the situation when the initial market value of the collateral decreases by the discount rate which
was specified in the loan application. In this situation the loan application is automatically closed and the keys will
be given to the party that deserves it.
Margin call occurs only during the loan period. Margin calls cannot be triggered if:
the application is under review in Dispute Resolution

